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An absolutly great springtime has arrived at Simeon
Stud,with the birth of the first four foals of our twentyfour to come.
The first ,of two full siblings has arrived,an exquisite grey
filly from our glorious champion mare Simeon Se [Asfour
dec-Simeon Seda iiu] se has amazing movement and a
very exoctic in appearence, she is a huge favourite with
visitors.the new filly is by our senior stallion Imperial
Madaar [Imperial Madheen - Ansata Nile mist from
falima] Imperial Madaar seems to be producing better
babies as the years pass, he is now twenty four years old
.he is giving long, long legs, scoopy faces, excellent length of
croup and the sweetest disposition possible, the babies have

attitude but nuzzle you at the same time.
Imperial Madaar is also the sire of the following two
fillies, both wonderfull, from Simeon Sayver [Anaza Bay
Shahh - australian champion Simeon Sukari]. This filly is
a full sister to Simeon Sarice in Germany. The third filly is
from a delightfull bay maiden mare, Simeon Sumaq [M.B.
Mayal exp. Saudia Arabia and Simeon Sibolet who is by
Asfour - Ramses Tinah]
Another young mare has just foaled a truly beautiful filly,
the first from Simeon Samech [Anaza Bay Shahh - Simeon
Saada from Simeon Safanad] is the grey Simeon Sanaa,
who has large black liquid eyes and is very tall and elegant
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Filly (Imperial Madaar x Simeon Se)

Simeon Seda [iiu] and her Champion daughter Simeon Se

Colt (Asfour x Simeon Seda)

and beautifull [Imperial Madaar - Simeon Sukari dec].
My grandchildren call her “Nibbles”as she follows them
around the pasture nibbling their hair and clothes, she
just wants to be part of the action.

Simeon Salome (Asfour x Simeon Safanad)
Australian Champion Mare

Simeon Salit [Asfour - Simeon Shavit] is another
young mare we are waiting to foal, she probably has
the most beautifull head that simeon stud has bred, is
also a full sister to our magnificent three year old colt
Simeon Shifran. Simeon Salit id due to foal to Imperial
Madaar.
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Simeon Shuala (Simeon Shai x Ramses Tinah)

Simeon Savorai (Asfour x Simeon Shavit) yearling colt

Simeon Salit (Asfour x Simeon Shavit)

The latest foal born to date is the superb colt who is last
Asfour baby to be born, from Simeon Seda iiu [Mb Talmaar
- Raaffala by Dalul] this colt is a full brother to our very
special champion, Simeon Se and a full brother to Simeon
Sach owned by Mr. Etienne Strydom in South Africa
and Simeon Sitri in Saudia Arabia - a truly sensational
colt. Four more babies are due to arrive from Imperial
Madaar.
2010 has been an exciting year, with yet again the purchase
of two more classic broodmares of wonderfull old breeding,
another montasar daughter who traces back to farazadac
and a mesaoud grandaughter. This was done to complete
the circle of breeding of our two great, successfull stallions,
Asfour dec. and Imperial Madaar who have these old and
magnificent bloodlines back in their pedigrees .

Immesmerize (Imtaarif x Bint Marik Amir)
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Simeon Sahron (Imperial Madaar x Simeon Setavi by Simeon Sadik)
3 year old colt
Simeon Safour (Asfour x Simeon Saadia) yearling colt

Simeon Sehavi (Asfour x Simeon Sheba) Australian, European
and USA Champion owned by Dubai Arabian Horse Stud

Simeon Shiraz (Asfour x Simeon Shuala)
Multi Australian Champion

Simeon Stud has three foals due from our young champion
stallion immesmerize and seven foals from our two
outstanding three year old colts, Simeon Shifran and
Simeon Saharon [Imperial Madaar - Simeon Setavi dec,
by the black stallion Simeon Sadik uk] six foals are due
from Simeon Samech, including our australian champion
Simeon Salome who is in her twenties.

Simeon Shifran (Aasfour x Simeon Shavit by Simeon Safanad)
3 year old colt

The grass is green, the air is fresh, the sky is blue and the
babies make ones heart beat faster, what more could one
wish for? q
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